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African Lives
A wide-ranging consideration of the nature and
significance of Pushkin's African heritage Roughly in
the year 1705, a young African boy, acquired from the
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seraglio of the Turkish sultan, was transported to
Russia as a gift to Peter the Great. This child, later
known as Abram Petrovich Gannibal, was to become
Peter's godson and to live to a ripe old age, having
attained the rank of general and the status of Russian
nobility. More important, he was to become the greatgrandfather of Russia's greatest national poet,
Alexander Pushkin. It is the contention of the editors
of this book, borne out by the essays in the collection,
that Pushkin's African ancestry has played the role of
a "wild card" of sorts as a formative element in
Russian cultural mythology; and that the ways in
which Gannibal's legacy has been included in or
excluded from Pushkin's biography over the last two
hundred years can serve as a shifting marker of
Russia's self-definition. The first single volume in
English on this rich topic, Under the Sky of My Africa
addresses the wide variety of interests implicated in
the question of Pushkin's blackness-race studies,
politics, American studies, music, mythopoetic
criticism, mainstream Pushkin studies. In essays that
are by turns biographical, iconographical, cultural,
and sociological in focus, the authors-representing a
broad range of disciplines and perspectives-take us
from the complex attitudes toward race in Russia
during Pushkin's era to the surge of racism in late
Soviet and post-Soviet contemporary Russia. In sum,
Under the Sky of My Africa provides a wealth of basic
material on the subject as well as a series of
provocative readings and interpretations that will
influence future considerations of Pushkin and race in
Russian culture.
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Life Is Short and Then You Die
Heart of Darkness
Bequeathing an enduring tenet for the creative
enterprise, African Short Stories vol 2 boldly seeks to
upturn the status quo by the art of narration. Whether
they are stories of the whistle blower estranged and
yet sounding the warning for heaven and earth to
hear, or a ragtag army fleeing in the wake of a
monstrous reptilian onslaught upon her peace, there
pervades a sense of ultimate victory in this collection.
We can feel the gentle kick of a baby in the womb of
a maiden in desperation, or we can muse at the two
adolescent genii on the trail of their dreams from the
sunset of mutual deceit into the daylight of true
becoming. Victory is laid out in that awesome
kindness of a total stranger which affirms the divinity
latent in even our most harrowing existence. With
thirty five stories in two parts these literary
experiments compel attention to the courageous
hearts and minds that brighten the African universe of
narration. Their vibrant notes coming from all corners
of north, west, east and south fill us with
encouragement and optimism for the contemporary
short fiction in Africa.

Encounters
A selection of the best African stories written between
1960 and 1985.
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Under the Sky of My Africa
'A listening ear leads to life but a deaf ear leads to
death.' - KENYAN PROVERB Brian Polkinghorne spent
twenty six years in East Africa, primarily engaged in
agricultural development work. In this book he relates
stories from his experience, and offers valuable
advice for Western visitors to Africa. Topics covered
include dealing with cultural issues by learning to
communicate effectively in a dramatically different
cultural context, handling encounters with African
traditional religion and witchcraft and everyday issues
arising from food, dress and differences in
worldviews. Polkinghorne is always compassionate,
advocating for patience and understanding. He works
his way through a plethora of cultural conflicts and
thinks outside the box about his own biased cultural
assumptions. Learning to Listen contains tales of
trials, heartache and misunderstandings, but is also
filled with blessings, hilarity, little gems of wisdom
and astonishing successes. It will be helpful for the
first-time visitor to East Africa, as well as the longterm resident and the development worker.

Ancient Fairy and Folk Tales
The author recounts his dangerous expedition down
Mozambique's unexplored Lugenda River by kayak,
describing the hazards and natural wonders he
encountered while reflecting on the human urge to
journey beyond the safe boundaries of civilization.

African Love Stories
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Heart of Darkness is a short novel by Polish novelist
Joseph Conrad, written as a frame narrative, about
Charles Marlow's life as an ivory transporter down the
Congo River in Central Africa. The river is "a mighty
big river, that you could see on the map, resembling
an immense snake uncoiled, with its head in the sea,
its body at rest curving afar over a vast country, and
its tail lost in the depths of the land." In the course of
his travel in central Africa, Marlow becomes obsessed
with Mr. Kurtz. The story is a complex exploration of
the attitudes people hold on what constitutes a
barbarian versus a civilized society and the attitudes
on colonialism and racism that were part and parcel
of European imperialism. Originally published as a
three-part serial story, in Blackwood's Magazine, the
novella Heart of Darkness has been variously
published and translated into many languages. In
1998, the Modern Library ranked Heart of Darkness
one of the hundred best novels in English of the
twentieth century.

Stories of the Gorilla Country
Right from the beginning of humankind, God has
never deprived a people of his grace and revelation.
In fact, God uses people's environment and culture to
communicate his will. There is no single religion that
can claim to have the exclusive possession of God's
revelation, for God is too immense to be confined
within one faith. Hence, it was erroneous,
blasphemous, and misleading for some of the early
Christian missionaries to Africa to claim that they had
brought God to Africa, a mentality that implied the
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non-existence of God in Africa before their arrival. Of
course, God was already in Africa, but the
missionaries either failed to discern his presence or
just disregarded the traces of his existence. This book
explores the religious beliefs, practices, and values of
the indigenous people of Africa at the time of the
early missionaries' arrival, with particular reference to
the Shona people of Zimbabwe. It also evaluates the
extent of the missionarie's successes and challenges
in converting Africans to Christianity. It finally surveys
how African Christians have remained attached to the
indigenous religious beliefs that used to provide
answers to their existential questions.

Photography in Africa
At the heart of this anthology lies the world of fashion:
a concept that pervades the realm of clothes and
dress; appearances and fashionable manners; interior
design; ideas and attitudes. Here sixteen papers focus
on the Nordic world (Denmark, Norway, Sweden
Finland, Iceland, the Faroe Isles and Greenland) within
the time frame AD 1500Ð1850. This was a period of
rapid and far-reaching social, political and economic
change, from feudal Europe through political
revolution, industrialisation, development of
international trade, religious upheaval and
technological innovation; changes impacting on every
aspect of life and reflected in equally rapid and
widespread changes in fashion at all levels of society.
These papers present a broad image of the theme of
fashion as a concept and as an empirical
manifestation in the Nordic countries in early
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modernity, exploring a variety of ways in which that
world encountered fashionable impressions in clothing
and related aspects of material culture from Europe,
the Russian Empire, and far beyond. The chapters
range from object-based studies to theory-driven
analysis. Elite and sophisticated fashions, the
importation of luxuries and fashion garments,
christening and bridal wear, silk knitted waistcoats,
woollen sweaters and the influence of the whaling
trade on womenÕs clothing are some of the diverse
topics considered, as well as religious influences on
perceptions of luxury and aspects of the garment
trade and merchant inventories.

The Norton Anthology of World
Literature
Gives an ethnographic account of the complexities of
the use of photography in Africa, both historically and
in contemporary practice.

Edward W. Blyden's Intellectual
Transformations
Dark Matter
African Rhapsody
An essential anthology of fifteen short stories which
provides students with an international selection of
works by acclaimed modern writers: from Nobel
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Laureates (Nadine Gordimer, V. S. Naipaul), to
masters of the short story (Raymond Carver, Mavis
Gallant, William Trevor), to a younger generation of
writers on their way to establishing worldwide
reputations (Zadie Smith, Ana Menéndez). Featuring
the theme of 'difference', each story has something to
say about cultural encounters, often arising from
experiences of migration or uprooting. Their
predominantly realist temper promotes vivid,
imaginative connections between the worlds of fiction
and the worlds of its readers. This is an ideal primary
set text for modules on Modern Literature, TwentiethCentury Literature, Contemporary Fiction, Postmodern
Fiction, Postcolonial Literature, International
Literature or The Short Story, which may be offered at
all levels of an undergraduate or taught postgraduate
Literature degree.

Encounters from Africa
Reading the life narratives and literary texts of South
Asians writing in and about East Africa, Gaurav Desai
builds a surprising, alternative history of Africa's
experience with slavery, migration, colonialism,
nationalism, and globalization. Consulting Afrasian
texts that are literary and nonfictional, political and
private, he broadens the scope of African and South
Asian scholarship and inspires a more nuanced
understanding of the Indian Ocean's fertile routes of
exchange. Desai shows how the Indian Ocean
engendered a number of syncretic identities and
shaped the medieval trade routes of the Islamicate
empire, the early independence movements
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galvanized in part by Gandhi's southern African
experiences, the invention of new ethnic
nationalisms, and the rise of plural, multiethnic
African nations. Calling attention to lives and
literatures long neglected by traditional scholars,
Desai introduces rich, interdisciplinary ways of
thinking not only about this specific region but also
about the very nature of ethnic history and identity.
Traveling from the twelfth century to today, he
concludes with a look at contemporary Asian
populations in East Africa and their struggle to decide
how best to participate in the development and
modernization of their postcolonial nations without
sacrificing their political autonomy.

Religion Crossing Boundaries
Dark Matter is the first and only series to bring
together the works of black SF and fantasy writers.
The first volume was featured in the "New York
Times," which named it a Notable Book of the Year.

Women in African Colonial Histories
Originally published: Boston: Little, Brown, 1975.

Epiphanies: Life-Changing Encounters
With Music
Learning to Listen
"African Lives, a pioneering anthology of memoirs and
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autobiographical writings, lets the people of Africa
speak for themselves -- telling stories of struggle and
achievement that have the authenticity of lived
experience. The anthology presents selections from
the work of many of Africa's finest writers and most
significant personalities from across the continent and
spanning several centuries. Enhancing the material,
Geoff Wisner's introduction and biographical notes
provide important context for the selections and also
highlight the challenges that African memoirs pose to
the preconceptions of Western readers. The result is a
book that is both an absorbing read and a valuable
resource for courses on Africa." -- Publisher's
description.

The Voter
This anthology explores the multitude of evidence for
recognisable fairy tales drawn from sources in the
much older cultures of the ancient world, appearing
much earlier than the 17th century where awareness
of most fairy tales tends to begin. It presents versions
of Cinderella, The Emperor’s New Clothes, Snow
White, The Frog Prince and a host of others where the
similarities to familiar ‘modern’ versions far outweigh
the differences. Here we find Cinderella as a
courtesan, Snow White coming to a tragic end or an
innocent heroine murdering her sisters. We find an
emperor’s new clothes where the flatterers compare
him to Alexander the Great, or a pair of adulterers
caught in a magic trap. Tantalising fragments suggest
that there is more to be discovered: we can point to a
Sleeping Beauty where the girl takes on the green
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colouring of the surrounding wood, or we encounter a
Rumpelstiltskin connected to a mystery cult. The
overall picture suggests a much richer texture of
popular tale as a fascinating new legacy of antiquity.
This volume breaks down the traditional barriers
between Classical Mythology and the fairy tale, and
will be an invaluable resource for anyone working on
the history of fairy tales and folklore.

Every Shut Eye Ain't Asleep
Everyday People
An anthology of twenty-five short stories by the very
best emerging and award-winning contemporary
African writers illuminates modern-day concerns and
realities of African life and features the writing of Ben
Okri, Chinua Achebe, and others. Original.

Fashionable Encounters
Positive images of Africa contrast with negative
images of misery, war and catastrophes often
conveyed by the mass media. This selection of papers
debate the images and stereotypes of Africa.

The Fight
The essays in this volume illustrates the variety and
power of predominantly pentecostal-charismatic
movements between Western and African religious
actors and groups that has developed across the past
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twenty years. In so doing, it also highlights the
dramatic change in global "migration" patterns as a
result of relatively inexpensive air travel.

African Traditional Religion Encounters
Christianity
African Short Stories
South Africa
Illustrating the role of power and power relations in
tourism encounters within different political,
economic, environmental and cultural contexts, the
authors in this anthology analyse, theoretically and
empirically, the implications of the privileging of some
moralities at the expense of others. Key themes
include the moral consumption of tourism
experiences, embodiment in tourism encounters,
environmental moralities as well as methodological
aspects of morality in tourism research. Crossing
disciplinary and chronological boundaries, Moral
Encounters in Tourism provides a much-anticipated
overview of this new interdisciplinary terrain and
offers possible routes for new research on the
intersection of morality and tourism studies.

Looking for Transwonderland
A collection comprising a wide variety of accounts of
native peoples describing their initial encounters with
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European explorers, conquerors, and settlers. This
extraordinary volume gathers together an astonishing
array of voices of those so often overlooked by
history. First Encounters: Native Voices on the Coming
of the Europeans reaches back to add important
overlooked viewpoints to our understanding of
history, gathering together accounts describing the
initial experiences of indigenous peoples around the
world with European explorers, missionaries, traders,
soldiers, and settlers. It is the first such volume with a
truly global perspective. First Encounters brings
together 42 authentic, first-person accounts,
organized geographically in sections on Africa, North
America, South America, greater Australia, and Asia.
Selections, each with editor's notes, provide vivid,
detailed accounts of the culture clashes that defined
an era. From the Opium Wars to the Indian Wars, from
the Aztecs who thought the white intruders were gods
to the Japanese who thought them barbarians,
readers will encounter a stunning array of voices from
the other side of history. * Includes 42 accounts by
native peoples describing encounters with European
settlers and conquerors * Presents chronologies of
important events in the era of European conquest *
Offers a bibliography of annotated references to print
and online sources

At the Mercy of the River
African Short Stories: Vol 2
In these multidisciplinary essays, academic scholars
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and animal experts explore the nature of animal
minds and the methods humans conventionally and
unconventionally use to understand them. The
collection features chapters by scholars working in
psychology, sociology, history, philosophy, literary
studies, and art, as well as chapters by and about
people who live and work with animals, including the
founder of a sanctuary for chickens, a fur trapper, a
popular canine psychologist, a horse trainer, and an
art photographer who captures everyday contact
between humans and their animal companions.
Divided into five sections, the collection first considers
the ways that humans live with animals and the
influence of cohabitation on their perceptions of
animals' minds. It follows with an examination of
anthropomorphism as both a guide and hindrance to
mapping animal consciousness. Chapters next
examine the effects of embodiment on animals' minds
and the role of animal-human interembodiment on
humans' understandings of animals' minds. Final
sections identify historical representations of
difference between human and animal consciousness
and their relevance to pre-established cultural
attitudes, as well as the ways that representations of
animals' minds target particular audiences and
sometimes produce problematic outcomes. The
editors conclude with a discussion of the relationship
between the book's chapters and two pressing
themes: the connection between human beliefs about
animals' minds and human ethical behavior, and the
challenges and conditions for knowing the minds of
animals. By inviting readers to compare and contrast
multiple, uncommon points of view, this collection
offers a unique encounter with the diverse
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perspectives and theories now shaping animal
studies.

Man Must Live
Penguin announces a prestigious new series under
presiding editor Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. Many works of
history deal with the journeys of blacks in bondage
from Africa to the United States along the "middle
passage," but there is also a rich and little examined
history of African Americans traveling in the opposite
direction. In Middle Passages, award-winning historian
James T. Campbell vividly recounts more than two
centuries of African American journeys to Africa,
including the experiences of such extraordinary
figures as Langston Hughes, W.E.B. DuBois, Richard
Wright, Malcolm X, and Maya Angelou. A truly
groundbreaking work, Middle Passages offers a
unique perspective on African Americans' everevolving relationship with their ancestral homeland,
as well as their complex, often painful relationship
with the United States.

Middle Passages
Life Is Short and Then You Die is the Mystery Writers
of America's first teen anthology, edited by #1 New
York Times bestselling author Kelley Armstrong.
Adolescence is a time of “firsts.” First kiss. First love.
First loss. First job. The first taste of adult
responsibilities, and the first look at an independent
life away from both the restrictions and the security of
home. And in this case, a very different type of “first”:
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murder. This short story collection of murder
mysteries adds a sinister spin to the joy and pain of
firsts that have always been a major part of life,
whether it be high school cliques who take the term
“backstabbing” too seriously, stumbling upon a body
on the way home from school, or receiving a
Snapchat message that promises something deadly.
Contributors include Barry Lyga, Caleb Roehrig, Emmy
Laybourne, Jonathan Maberry, R.L. Stine, Rachel
Vincent, Y.S. Lee, and more! An Imprint Book

Encounters from Africa
A radical collection of love stories from African
women. The collection combines the confidence of
established and award-winning writers with the
tentativeness and originality of budding writers from
Africa and the African Diaspora. Focusing on love and
radically debunking the myth about African women
being poor and helpless victims this anthology rather
depicts their strength, complexity and diversity.

Experiencing Animal Minds
The monthly Epiphanies column - which has been
running in The Wire magazine since January 1998 celebrates music's transformative power in a series of
personal testimonials from some of the most original
critics, authors, artists and musicians of our time. This
book anthologises 55 of the best Epiphanies essays,
each one describing an encounter with music that
changed a life. The collection also boasts
contributions from a host of influential music critics,
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including Ian Penman on Jimi Hendrix, Dave Tompkins
on 2 Live Crew and Owen Hatherley on Pulp.

Moral Encounters in Tourism
A collection of postwar African-American poetry
showcases the works of such poets as Derek Walcott,
Amiri Baraka, Ishmael Reed, Gwendolyn Brooks,
Audre Lorde, and others.

Recognition
How did African women negotiate the complex
political, economic, and social forces of colonialism in
their daily lives? How did they make meaningful lives
for themselves in a world that challenged
fundamental notions of work, sexuality, marriage,
motherhood, and family? By considering the lives of
ordinary African women -- farmers, queen mothers,
midwives, urban dwellers, migrants, and political
leaders -- in the context of particular colonial
conditions at specific places and times, Women in
African Colonial Histories challenges the notion of a
homogeneous "African women's experience." While
recognizing the inherent violence and brutality of the
colonial encounter, the essays in this lively volume
show that African women were not simply the hapless
victims of European political rule. Innovative use of
primary sources, including life histories, oral
narratives, court cases, newspapers, colonial
archives, and physical evidence, attests that African
women's experiences defy static representation.
Readers at all levels will find this an important
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contribution to ongoing debates in African women's
history and African colonial history.

Encounter Images in the Meetings
Between Africa and Europe
The most-trusted and most-respected text in its field
is now brand-new in all the best ways.

First Encounters
Encompasses short stories by some of South Africa's
forefront writers including Nadine Gordimer, J.M.
Coetzee, and Alan Paton, in an anthology that reflects
the region's troubled history from the perspectives of
both oppressors and the oppressed. Original.

Daughters of Africa
Distinguished by its multidisciplinary dexterity, this
book is a masterfully woven reinterpretation of the
life, travels, and scholarship of Edward W. Blyden,
arguably the most influential Black intellectual of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It traces
Blyden’s various moments of intellectual
transformation through the multiple lenses of
ethnicity, race, religion, and identity in the historical
context of Atlantic exchanges, the Back-to-Africa
movement, colonialism, and the global Black
intellectual movement. In this book Blyden is shown
as an African public intellectual who sought to
reshape ideas about Africa circulating in the Atlantic
world. The author also highlights Blyden’s
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contributions to different public spheres in Europe, in
the Jewish Diaspora, in the Muslim and Christian world
of West Africa, and among Blacks in the United
States. Additionally, this book places Blyden at the
pinnacle of Afropublicanism in order to emphasize his
public intellectualism, his rootedness in the African
historical experience, and the scholarship he
produced about Africa and the African Diaspora. As
Blyden is an important contributor to African studies,
among other disciplines, this volume makes for
critical scholarly reading.

Commerce with the Universe
“A delight and highly recommended.” —Booklist
“Showcases the truth and fullness of people of color.”
—Book Riot In the tradition of Best American Short
Stories comes Everyday People: The Color of Life, a
dazzling collection of contemporary short fiction.
Everyday People is a thoughtfully curated anthology
of short stories that presents new and renowned work
by established and emerging writers of color. It
illustrates the dynamics of character and culture that
reflect familial strife, political conflict, and personal
turmoil through an array of stories that reveal the
depth of the human experience. Representing a wide
range of styles, themes, and perspectives, these
selected stories depict moments that
linger—crossroads to be navigated, relationships,
epiphanies, and times of doubt, loss, and discovery. A
celebration of writing and expression, Everyday
People brings to light the rich tapestry that binds us
all. The contributors are an eclectic mix of awardPage 19/21
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winning and critically lauded writers, including Mia
Alvar, Carleigh Baker, Nana Brew-Hammond,
Glendaliz Camacho, Alexander Chee, Mitchell S.
Jackson, Yiyun Li, Allison Mills, Courttia Newland,
Dennis Norris II, Jason Reynolds, Nelly Rosario,
Hasanthika Sirisena, and Brandon Taylor. Some of the
proceeds from the sale of Everyday People will benefit
the Rhode Island Writers Colony, a nonprofit
organization founded by the late Brook Stephenson
that provides space for speculation, production, and
experimentation by writers of color.

A World of Difference
Noo Saro-Wiwa returns to Nigeria for the first time
since her activist father died there, a trip on which
she is struck by the level of government corruption
but also by the country's unique geography and
captivating population.
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